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Creating an ideal agency
environment that maximizes
client investment
Before founding Reputation Ink in Jacksonville, Florida, Michelle
Calcote King worked for a variety of companies and agencies
from the U.S. to England to Australia. She witnessed all extremes
of the spectrum—from technology-resistant corporate cultures
to virtual companies where consultants worked exclusively from
home offices around the world.
Her takeaway from this experience?

Clients don’t care where an agency
is located—they want a team that
knows their industry, can meet their
specific needs and isn’t delayed by
a time-consuming learning curve.
Reputation Ink is built on that philosophy:
a blend of synergistic structure and
technologic flexibility that enables seamless
collaboration with clients around the world.
We’re not chained to a location; we’re
grounded in industry-focused strategy.
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Why is it worth hiring a specialized
remote agency instead of an
agency in your town?

BECAUSE YOU SHOULDN’T SETTLE.
Technology gives you access to
specialists in your industry, no matter
where they are. Our team of marketers,
PR pros, lead-gen strategists and writers
has decades of specialized experience
in niche B2B markets like AEC, legal and
tech. We’re not an “all talk, no walk”
agency that churns out fluff content. If
complex research and technical writing
are what you need, then you’re in the right
place—no matter where you are.
While we love our Jacksonville home,
we set our sights on having national reach.
We’ve invested a lot of time to become
specialists in a few key industries and
disciplines, understanding the value of
niche expertise—and the value that focus
brings to our clients. A number of our clients
are based in business and tech capitals
across the country, including New York
City, Atlanta, Houston and Silicon Valley.
Why do they love us? They get high-caliber
marketing at a cost-effective rate. Being
located in Jacksonville means we can pass
those lower cost-of-living efficiencies down
to our clients—and the beach is nice, too!
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Seamlessly serving clients from coast to coast

How do we do it?
Although we’re based in Jacksonville, the majority of our clients aren’t. We’ve successfully
worked with clients across the country practically since our inception, and that’s due in large
part to our strategic approach.
We’re not PR consultants focused on schmoozing, name recognition and “raising awareness”
without a return on investment. We employ a business-focused method that puts clients’
strategy and revenue goals first. Reputation Ink is a tech-forward company, allowing us to work
seamlessly as a team and with clients everywhere. Here’s what that looks like:

Our CLOUD-BASED TECHNOLOGY
allows employees to work anywhere,
any time with laptops, industry-leading
software and VoIP telephones.

FLEXIBLE WORK HOURS allow

employees to perform at their best
and appropriately serve clients
across various time zones.

We are deeply PROCESS ORIENTED,
conducting weekly conference calls
with retainer clients complete with
meeting agendas and detailed notes.

All INTERVIEWS WITH SUBJECTMATTER EXPERTS ARE RECORDED
AND ARCHIVED via our VoIP phone

system for reference and quality assurance.
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Our remote clients:
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More than 80 percent of Reputation Ink’s clients are based
outside the Jacksonville area, and many have several offices
across different states, time zones and countries. We’ve maintained
numerous successful long-distance relationships over the years
with clients we’ve never even met in person.

(Client since 2014) Salt Lake City, UT

(Client since 2013) Houston, TX,
Los Angeles, CA, New York, NY,
Seattle, WA

(Client since 2014) Nashville, TN

(Client since 2014) Charleston, WV,
Cincinnati, OH, Columbus, OH, Florence, KY,
Indianapolis, IN, Lexington, KY, Louisville,
KY, Nashville, TN, West Chester, OH

(Client since 2017) Atlanta, GA, Austin,
TX, Baltimore, MD, Boston, MA, Dallas-Ft.
Worth, TX, Denver, CO, Ft. Lauderdale, FL,
Houston, TX, Newport Beach, CA, Orlando,
FL, Pasadena, CA, Phoenix, AZ, RaleighDurham, NC, Redwood City, CA, Richmond,
VA, Sacramento, CA, San Diego, CA, San
Francisco, CA, San Jose, CA, Tampa, FL,
Washington, D.C.

(Client since 2014) Cincinnati, OH,
Charleston, WV, Columbus, OH, Dallas, TX,
Florence, KY, Indianapolis, IN, Lexington, KY,
Louisville, KY, Nashville, TN, Pittsburgh, PA,
Ashland, VA, West Chester, OH

(Client since 2012) Dallas, TX,
Greensboro, NC, Houston, TX,
Shrewsbury, NJ, Palo Alto, CA,
Yokohama, Japan

(Client since 2012)
Atlanta, GA, Dubai

(Client since 2017) Birmingham, AL
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NO MATTER WHERE YOU ARE,
we can help you generate leads
and build industry authority.
Industries we specialize in:

AEC

LEGAL

TECHNOLOGY

B2B

Our services:
CONTENT MARKETING:
Create and distribute valuable content in a variety of formats to
gain the respect—and ultimately the business—of your prospects.

LEAD GENERATION:
Attract high-quality leads that drive higher revenue. From strategy and
content development to lead nurturing and marketing automation software
implementation, we’ve got you covered.

PUBLIC RELATIONS:
Gain visibility and authority in the media outlets your prospective clients care about.

To discover how we can help your company thrive through content and PR,
contact us at 904 374.5733 or info@rep-ink.com.

CONTENT MARKETING | LEAD GENERATION | PUBLIC RELATIONS
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